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biology, medicine, etc. These methods afford conceivable
remedies to pit the facts concealed in the data. Big data, the
gathering of datasets is so huge and composite that it is tough
to a pact with by means of out-dated learning techniques.
Meanwhile, the conventional method of learning as of
predictable datasets was not considered to and will not effort
fine with huge sizes of data. Machine Learning algorithm is
incorporated for the processing of high volume of data.
Operative machine learning is tough because sufficient
training data is not available so finding patterns is stiff.

Abstract
The big data are now the topic of rapidly growing research
interest in all computer research domains. Learning
techniques specifically convey crucial opportunities and
transformative potential in several areas of thinking and
innovative learning methods to address a number of issues.
This paper reviews the recent advancement in machine
learning for big data. Further, we discuss novel machine
learning methods, then specifically emphasize on recently
proposed learning techniques, for instance representation
learning, transfer learning, deep learning, and active learning.
Analysis and discussion of the existing machine learning
tools, associated challenges and the solutions proposed are
also presented and compared specifically with the perspective
of big data.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Machine Learning is an interdisciplinary field related to more
than one branch of knowledge. Machine learning has
concealed more or less every scientific domain[3]. Artificial
intelligence, optimal control, cognitive science, statistics,
information theory, optimization theory, and many other
disciplines of mathematics, engineering, and science are few
fields in which machine learning has an extensive variety of
applications[4][5]. Machine learning techniques have grown
radically over past two decades. A learning problem can be
defined as when executing some task, with the help of some
type of training datasets for refining measures of performance.
An innumerable range of machine learning methods has been
developed to find a function or program that improves
performance metric. It has been used for data mining,
recognition systems, recommendation engines, informatics
and so many varieties of problems[6]. Reinforcement
learning, unsupervised learning, and supervised learning are
subdomains of machine learning[7].

Keywords - Big Data, Machine Learning, Data Mining,
Learning Methods and Tools.

INTRODUCTION
Undoubtedly, Big data[1] is the motivating and rapidly
changing research areas which attracted sound attention from
academia, industry, and government. The potential of
changing the real world force the researchers to come up with
advanced learning methods to overcome the current alarming
issues. Big Data is data having complexity, scalability, and
diversity. It requires new techniques, architectures, analytics,
and algorithms to manage hidden knowledge and extract value
from it. Big data analytics[2]comprise the process of
collecting,
organizing
and
analysing
big
data.
It examines large datasets having a variety of data types
i.e., big data, to disclose hidden patterns, customer
preferences, market trends, unknown correlations and other
useful business information.

Supervised Learning approach involves training with inferring
a function from labeled data which has inputs and preferred
outcomes. It is the machine learning approach to extracting a
function from labeled training dataset[8]. The training dataset
comprises a set of training samples. Every sample comprises
an input data and the desired outcome value[9]. DataProcessing Task: - Classification, Estimation, Regression.

Machine learning is an area of research properly emphasises
on the concept, presentation, theory properties, performance
of learning algorithms as well as systems. Machine learning
methods have been broadly recognized in several huge as well
as a composite data-intensive area, for instance, astronomy,
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Table 1. Supervised Learning Algorithms
Distinction norm

Learning Algorithm

Computational classifier

Support Vector Machine

Statistical classifier

Bayesian networks, Naïve Bayes, Hidden Markov Model

Connectionist classifier

Neural networks

only afford inputs without preferred targets, unlike the
Unsupervised Learning method uses to draw inferences from
supervised
learning.
Data-Processing
Tasks:
data set and does not require labeled training data. It
Clustering/Predictions
is machine learning algorithm concluding a method to label
hidden erection from "unlabeled" data[10]. Also, the environs
Table 2. Unsupervised Learning Algorithms
Distinction norm

Learning Algorithm

Parametric

Gaussian mixture model, K-means

Non Parametric

X-means, Dirichlet process mixture model

response received through interfaces without environs. DataReinforcement Learning[11]is a method of Machine Learning
Processing Tasks: Decision-Making.
that permits software and machines to automatically identify
the ideal behaviour within a precise framework, in order to
maximize its performance. It enables training from the
Table 3. Reinforcement Learning Algorithms
Distinction norm

Learning Algorithm

Model_free

R_learning, Q_learning

Model_based

Sarsa learning, TD learning

A.
Modern Learning Techniques
Some modern learning techniques are greatly desirable for resolving the big data problem.
Modern Learning Techniques

Distributed
and Parallel
Learning

Representation
Learning

Transfer
Learning

Deep
Learning

Figure 1. Modern learning techniques
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1) Distributed and Parallel Learning: For preventing
barriers such a large consecration is the incapability of
training techniques for datasets to train within a sensible time.
For this purpose, Distributed and Parallel learning[12]
performs towards an auspicious research since assigning the
learning procedure between a number of workspaces are an
usual approach of scaling up training or learning
techniques[13].Distributed and Parallel learning method to
building such condition is expected at solving the real-world
problem of how to learn from big data sets. A number of
popular distributed and parallel machine learning techniques
have been proposed, few of them are meta-learning[14],
distributed boosting[15], decision rules[16], and stacked
generalization[17]. These methods have now days become
broadly reachable and accessible by the influence of multicore processors, distributed and parallel computing, and cloud
computing platforms[18]. The main idea is that the parallel
and distributed learning algorithm should concentrate on the
instances that are difficult to learn.

perceptively apply information learned earlier. Transfer
learning procedures require beings measured effectively in
constructing
useful
priors,
extensive
manuscript
classification, and cross-domain text classification. There are
three sub parts of transfer learning; unsupervised, inductive,
and Trans_ductive[29]. In terms of unsupervised transfer
learning, the objective task is dissimilar from however
associated with source framework. Currently, in inductive
learning, source and objective frameworks are dissimilar,
even no issue about the source and objective fields that are
identical or not. In this setting, a slight quantity of labeled
test dataset is used laterally with labeled training dataset.
Trans_ductive transfer learning, the objective dominion is
dissimilar from the source field, whiles the objective
frameworks, as well as source frameworks, are similar. A
significant quantity of un-labeled testing samples is taken
along with the labeled training data. In many real-world
applications, for example, constructing informative priors,
large-scale document classification, cross-domain text
classification uses transfer learning algorithms [30]–[32].

2) Representation Learning: Since the early 21stcentury representation for word learning techniques uses
neural network based algorithms for studies [19]–[22].
Representation learning learns the expressive, valuable and
meaningful representations of the data. The performance of
machine learning techniques is greatly reliant on the
excellence of data representation to which they are
applied[23]. It is at ease to excerpt valuable facts while
building predictors or extra classifiers. It objective to reach
that sensibly sized learned representation can detention the
vast amount of conceivable effort outlines. This can
significantly enable enhancements in equally statistical and
computational competence. There are primarily few sub parts
of representation learning: distance metric learning, feature
extraction, and feature selection[24]. Real-world applications,
such as intelligent vehicle systems, object recognition, natural
language processing, signal processing and speech
recognition[25]–[27]. A noble representation is one that
makes a consequent learning action easier. The choice of
representation usually depends on the choice of the
consequent learning framework. Designing deep architectures
is easier with the help of notation of representation.

4) Deep Learning: In distinction to utmost out-dated
learning methods; those are deliberated using shallowstructured learning manners. Deep learning attempts to model
various levels of abstraction within data. There are various
tools to train and deploy deep networks, and Intel is actively
working with the deep learning community to optimize many
of the frameworks to significantly improve computational
performance on Intel® architecture. Objectives of deep
learning to learn the parameter of the transformations that
minimize a cost function. Deep learning primarily takes either
or both unsupervised and supervised approaches in deep
manners towards robotically absorb top-down or hierarchical
representations[33]. It delivers extrapolative computational
analysis remedies for big datasets. Mostly with the advances
in graphics processors and the improved processing
power[34]. Deep learning techniques transmute their inputs
concluded extra layers than shallow-learning techniques. At
every level, the signal is transmuted by a processing item,
similar to an artificial-neuron, whose parameters are learned
with training. Two core streams of deep learning techniques
are Convolutional-Neural-Network[35], [36] and Deep-Belief
Network[33], [37]. Applications of deep learning are natural
language processing,
information retrieval, speech
recognition, and computer vision[33], [38]–[40].

3) Transfer Learning: Transfer learning is the capability
of an erudition process to deed commonalities between
dissimilar learning methods to share transfer knowledge and
statistical strength across tasks. In transfer learning
information obtained in one learning task is used to advance
enactment of another related task. The facts detonation as of
the diversity of sources, excessive heterogeneity of
composed data abolishes the assumption. Although, a most
important postulation in various out-dated machine learning
techniques are those test and training data are taken from the
similar feature space as well as have similar circulation.
Transfer learning methods have been proposed to tackle this
issue by permitting the distributions, tasks, and domains
designate diverse, which can excerpt information from either
one or more than one source tasks also smear information
towards an objective task[28], [29]. The benefit of transfer
learning technique is to solve new problems faster. It can

5) Kernel-based Learning: In machine learning, kernelbased learning has become been popular from last few years.
It has a stronger mathematical gradient than other machine
learning techniques[41]. Kernel-based machine learning is an
alternative machine learning where in place of considering
oodles of features, we consider one kernel function to extract
similarity between objects or images. We use kernel function
combining with the labels and images to learning method and
get target output as a classifier. The outstanding benefit of
kernel-based learning techniques are their graceful
characteristics of subliminally representing a trial group from
actual space into a possibly vast dimensional feature
space[42]. With the used kernel, function method calculation
of internal products can be direct. The kernel-based learning
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technique corresponds to a dot product in a feature space, but
it can formulate everything in terms of kernel evaluations.
Without knowing the mapping explicitly the kernel-based
trick makes available a well-designed mathematical worth to
paradigm influential non-linear variants of extreme renowned
statistical linear methods. The maximum extensively used
kernel-based functions contain Polynomial kernels and
Gaussian kernels. Many challenging applications developed in
Kernel-based learning[43], for instance adaptive multi
regression[44], convexly constrained parameter/function
estimation[45], online classification[46], and beam forming
problems[47].

knobs of commodity machine or hardware[57]. It affords high
throughput access to application data. This scheme possesses
integral fault tolerance capabilities. It typically maintains
three or more copies of each data block in case of disk failure.
HDFS has design goals same as Google File System[58]. Both
target at data concentrated computing requests where
enormous data files are communal and get enhanced in errand
of extraordinary continuous bandwidths in spite of less
potential or latency, for enhanced maintain batch-processing
style workloads.
Hadoop YARN is a cluster managing technique, which is
used for cluster resource management and job scheduling[59].
It is most important features in the second-generation Hadoop
2.0 version of the Apache Software Foundation's open source
distributed processing framework. YARN permits a more
generalized Hadoop that makes Map Reduce just one type of
YARN application request. It can be left out completely in
favor for various processing engine. It has instinctive
collective libraries that comprise Java applications for
compression error detection, I/O utilities, and codes.
Hadoop Map Reduce: Map Reduce is YARN based system for
parallel processing for a huge amount of datasets[60]. A Map
Reduce system contains two phases. First map phase, it takes
raw data and converts it into a set of data, where individual
elements are broken down into tuples know as key/value
pairs. Second, reduce phase which combines those data tuples
into a smaller set of tuples and processes data in parallel.

6) Active Learning: Active learning is an extraordinary
situation of semi-supervised machine learning in which a
learning technique is accomplished to interactively probe the
learner or some other data and information source to acquire
the preferred outcomes at new data points. There can be arises
such a circumstances that data might be rich but the label is
rare or exclusive to obtain in many real-world applications.
Regularly, learning from huge quantities of unlabelled data is
time taking and tough process. Active learning techniques
have an effort to solve this concern by choosing a subgroup of
utmost precarious cases for labeling[48]. The active learner
has an objective to accomplish exactness using as rare labeled
cases as conceivable, thus diminishing the cost of tracking
down labeled data[49]. It can acquire reasonable classification
performance with scarcer labeled trials through probe
approaches than those of predictable active learning[50]. We
have three key active learning consequences, flood-based
selective sampling, comprising membership request
processing, and pool-based sampling[49]. In the field of
machine learning these have been studied broadly as well as
applied to various data processing issues like biological DNA
identification[51], [52]as well as image classification. In
statistics collected works active learning is occasionally also
called optimal experimental design.

2) Map Reduce: Based on the LISP map and reduce
primitives, Map Reduce is a software framework for
applications. It processes a huge quantity of data in parallel on
the large cluster (millions of nodes) of commodity
hardware[54]. This entire process must be done in a reliable as
well as fault tolerant way. An associated implementation of
Map Reduce having parallel programming model is
introduced by Google[61]. Map Reduce is used in massive
data analysis such as data mining, data analytics. It is
continually being explored on efficiency, performance and
various parameters[62]. Map Reduce programming actually
does not deal with communication between nodes, and
distribution of tasks. It refers to writing a Map task function
and Reduce task function[63]. These functions are used by
Hadoop program. Several Map task functions can be executed
simultaneously. It takes key value pair as a source data and
generates output as a list of intermediate values with its key.
This is a part of the procedure that divides tasks. The output of
the Map-task function is taken by Reduce-task function as an
input data. It performs a certain process on them and
combines values to produce the preferred outcome in an
output file.
Following steps are involved in Map Reduce:
i.
The Map Reduce function first splits input data into
Xm tuples of usually 214 kilobytes to 216 kilobytes
(KB) per tuple. After that, it initiates several replicas
of the function on a knot of systems[64].
ii.
One of the replicas of the function is special- the
master replica and remaining is working nodes.
Master assigns a task to all working nodes. There are
Xm Map-task functions and Xr Reduce-task functions

B. Machine Learning Tools for Big Data
1) Hadoop Ecosystem: Hadoop is an open source
software framework for storing data and running applications
on clusters of commodity machine having distributed file
system (DFS)[53]. It has grown into an enormous web of
projects related to each step of a big data workflow. Hadoop
includes data collection, storage, processing, and much more.
The expanse of frameworks that have been developed to either
one replace or complement these novel elements has made the
recent description of Hadoop vague. To abundantly realize
Hadoop, we need to consider both the framework itself and
the environment that supports it[54]. The Hadoop framework
itself presently involves some modules[55].
Hadoop Common: It refers to the collection of Java libraries
and utilities required by other Hadoop segments[56]. It is a
crucial module of the Apache Hadoop Framework, along with
the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), Hadoop Map
Reduce and Hadoop YARN. Hadoop Core is another name of
Hadoop Common.
Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS): A file outline
deliberate to hoard huge quantities of data through several
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iii.

iv.

v.

vi.

vii.

to allocate. The master selects and allocates a task to
all idle nodes.
A node who is allocated a map task function read out
the contents of the consistent input tuple split. It
analyzes key/value pairs tuple available input data
and permits every pair to the user-defined Map
function. The intermediary key/value pairs tuple
twisted by the Map function are buffered in memory.
Sporadically, the buffered sets are written to native
disk separated into Xr areas by separating function.
The positions of these buffered sets on native disk
are returned to the master. Master is liable for
progress these positions and forwarding to reduce
nodes.
Whenever a reduce node is reformed by the master
about these positions. Reduce node uses separate
procedure requests to read buffered data from the
native disk of map nodes. When all intermediate data
has been read by reduce node then it will be sorted
by the intermediary keys. There are normally several
dissimilar key map to similar reduce task so sorting
is required.
Again the sorted intermediate value is passed to
reduce function. Further, Reduced function’s output
is attached to the final output file.
When all map task and reduce task have been
completed the Amp-Reduce call in the user function
returns to the user code.

Language (HQL). It is designed for Online Transaction
Processing (OLAP). It is familiar, scalable, fast, and
extensible.
4) APACHE PIG: Generally used with Hadoop, Pig[65]
is an abstraction over Apache Spark[53], Tez or Map Reduce.
Further, APACHE PIG provides a high-level platform to
create programs run on Apache Hadoop[58]. To write data
analysis function for this platform, a high-level language
known as Pig Latin is provided by Pig. Manipulation
operations on data in Hadoop can be implemented using Pig
Latin. It also allows writing a data flow program by which
data can be transformed. Pig Latin provides several operators
to perform an operation such as sort, filter, join, and many
other operations. Pig Latin language provides various
operators to the user for developing their own function for
reading, writing, and processing data. Users can extend Pig
Latin by using Ruby, Python, Java, or other scripting
languages. ‘Pig’ command and ‘java’ are two ways used to
run Pig.
Map Reduce Mode- Map Reduce mode is the default mode
for accessing Hadoop cluster.
Local Mode- All files are installed and run using file system
and a local host having access to the single machine in Local
Mode.
5) HBase: It is distributed database which is developed
to board organized data in tables that could have billions of
row and millions of columns.
6) HCatalog: HCatalog is a storage management layer
for Hadoop which stores data in table format. It supports
diverse modules existing in Hadoop like Hive, Map Reduce,
and Pig which helps easily read and write data from the knot.
HCatalog provides visibility for data archiving and cleaning
tools. It also supports different types of file formats such as
RC File, ORC, CSV, JSON file formats.

3) APACHE HIVE: HIVE [58] is a data warehouse
organizing tool that resides on top of Hadoop for processing
data query, analysis, and summarization and specifically used
to process structured data[65]. Hive provides a SQL-type
interface to query data stowed in different file systems and
databases that assimilate with Hadoop. Hive provides an
essential SQL abstraction to assimilate SQL-type Queries
without implementing queries in the low-level Java API. It
also provides a SQL-type language called Hive Query
C. Critical Problems of Machine Learning for Big Data

Learning for different
types of data

Learning for large
scale of data

Learning for High speed
of streaming data
Critical issues of
machine learning for
big data

Learning for data with
low value density and
meaning diversity

Learning for
uncertain and
incomplete data

Figure 2. Critical problems of machine learning for big data
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1) Learning for large Scale of Data
Critical problems-This is clear that the data size or volume is a
major quality of big data. Those benevolences major issue or
defy for machine learning. The Large extent of facts flooding
in from our phones, computers, trains, buses, planes, parking
meters, and social sites. Taking only digital or social media
data as an example, every day, approximately 24 petabytes
(petabyte = 1024 × 1024 × 1024 × 1024 × 1024 bytes) of data
Google alone required being processed[66]. Facebook
procedures and processes up to one million photographs every
moment. Prior estimations recommend that Facebook stowed
260 billion photos using storage space of more than 20
petabytes. In addition, if we keep attention the other data
sources, the data scale will be very large. Beneath recent
development tendencies, data collected by large organizations
and analysed then it will definitely reach Petabyte to Exabyte
(Exabyte = 1024 petabyte) or even more scale quickly.
Possible solution-We are swimming in the ocean of detail of
the information and data, which is excessively big on the way
to design and develop a machine learning technique by means
of storage and a central processor. As an alternative, parallel
computing with distributed outlines are favoured. Alternating
direction methods of multipliers (ADMM’s)[67], [68], helping
by means of an encouraging computing outline for distributed,
emerging ascendable, online-convex optimization techniques
are suitable for distributed and parallel inclusive large-scale
data processing. ADMM's core competence is the capability to
decouple or divide many variables in optimization issues, so
that a small scale global optimization problem may be solved,
thereby reducing small sub-problems and sub-sub-problems.
ADMMs are concurrent for arched optimization; nevertheless,
there is a lack of concurrent and hypothetical enactment
guarantee for non-convex optimization. Though, the vast
experimental confirmation in the fiction provisions the
experimental merging and noble enactment of ADMM[69].
For the large scale dataset of ADMM, machine learning
problems have been discussed in a variety of applications[69].
Cloud computing supported learning technique is an
alternative effective evolution which is considered to deal
with the challenge of the volume of large data for the data
systems. It has been already validated appreciable flexibility
by cloud computing[70], [71] which allows hopes to achieve
the necessary scalability for machine-learning techniques. It
will improve storage capacity and compute over cloud
computing infrastructure. In this perspective, an outline for
machine learning in distributed Graph_Lab and cloud has
been implemented [72].
In addition to distributing hypothetical context for machinelearning to reduce the challenges associated with the large
volume, certain real-world parallel programming techniques
have also been implemented on learning techniques to deal
with big data sets. Map Reduce[73], [74] is a powerful
programming framework which has great fault tolerance
capability important for dealing with large data sets. It also
enables the distribution and automatic paralleling of
computational applications on huge groups of service
machines. Map Reduce is an outline for dealing out
processing parallelizable issues across huge data-sets by
means of the cluster or grid handling can arise on data stored

either one in a database or in a file system. Map Reduce can
proceeds advantage and benefit in the vicinity of data
processing it nearby the place[75].It is stowed in mandate to
minimize communication overhead. The main idea of the Map
Reduce is to first split large data into small fragments and then
assign these fragments in distributed and parallel method to
generate intermediary consequences. With gathering entirely
intermediary consequences, the conclusive outcome is
generated. A collective resource of programming-machinelearning techniques on multi-core has been examined through
the benefit of the Map Reduce.
2) Learning for Different Types of Data
Critical problem- Huge variation in data is another quality of
big data that makes it interesting as well as challenging.
Structured, semi-structured, and unstructured data generally
come from several sources are combine and generate nonlinear, heterogeneous, and high dimensional data with various
representation forms. Learning with this type of data set, the
degree of complexity is not even conceivable before reaching
here.
Possible solution- Data integration technique use to combine
data residing at various sources for heterogeneous data[76],
[77]. This is a vital technique that provides a united view of
this type of data to the user. It is an effective method to
acquire noble data representations to every single data input.
It can also be used to assimilate the erudite features at various
levels. Deep learning and representation learning methods are
useful for this type of problems. Non-linear and high
dimensional are another challenges associated with a huge
variety of data[78]. Human gene distributions, stellar spectra,
and global climate pattern are few examples of this type of
challenges[79].Dimensionality reduction is an efficient way to
deal with high-dimensional data. It finds evocative lowdimensional degree structures obscured in its highdimensional interpretations[80], [81].Collective methods are
used to employ extraction as well as feature selection to
diminish the data dimensions. Transfer learning is a noble
method for this type of problems.
3) Learning for Fervid of Flooding Data Speed
Critical problem- Velocity or speed truly matters for big data.
It is one more emerging challenge for machine learning. The
system has to complete a job in real-world applications within
the definite time otherwise result become less valuable or
even worthless. The potential worth of data rely on data
novelty. Agent-based autonomous exchange systems, stock
market prediction, and earthquake prediction are few
examples. Data requires being handled in real-time in timesensitive cases.
Possible solution- Online learning approaches are the best
resolution for training from such fervid speed data. Online
learning[82]–[85] is a well-established learning model. It has
a methodology to learn a single instance at a time. On other
hand batch or offline learning, approaches need to gather
complete information about training dataset. Existing
machines do not process the whole data set in its storage; thus,
this sequential learning method glowing for big data. In
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comparison with some traditional learning technique such as
extreme-learning machine[86] is an innovative machine
learning technique for speedup learning methodology.
Extreme learning machine has stout benefits in handling with
a fervid velocity of data. It provides improved generalization
performance, faster learning speed, and with least human
interference[87]. Data distribution is varying over time and
frequently non-stationary[34]. It is another challenging
problem with the high velocity that requires training methods
for recognizing data as a flood. The potential superiority of
data flooding techniques and processing theory[88] have a
goal to evaluate data rapidly to derive its outcomes as the
effective solution for this problem.

various frameworks as well as perspectives. Some novel
cognition-assisted training methods should be also developed
to make existing training techniques further intelligent as well
as flexible. It is predictable that the period of perceptive
computing will come soon.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Outdated machine learning methods are not scalable enough
to handle the data having a large volume, high speed, varying
types, low value density, and incompleteness and uncertainty.
These alarming challenges force to develop new data
processing to satisfy the rapidly changing needs of the end
system/organization. Learning techniques specifically
discussed in this paper convey a list of techniques, algorithms,
methods that is an opportunity for the researchers to undergo.
The big data are now the topic of rapidly growing interest in
all computer science research domains. Analysis and
discussion of the existing machine learning tools, associated
challenges and the solutions proposed are also presented and
compared specifically from the big data point of view.
Advancement in machine learning for big data, novel machine
learning methods, recently proposed learning techniques such
as representation-learning, transfer-learning, deep-learning,
active-learning etc. are discussed.
In future, an extensive literature survey is required specifically
in the sub domains of the Machine Learning for Big Data. The
need to address such issues is the result of the complexity
involved with this area incorporating various other fields such
as Database Systems, Artificial Intelligence, Soft Computing,
Algorithm Design etc.

4) Learning for Incomplete and Uncertain Data
Critical problem- In recent days, machine learning techniques
usually nourished with comparatively precise data from quite
limited as well as renowned sources. The learning outcomes
have a tendency to be certain also. Thus, veracity has not ever
been a stern problem for anxiety. The accuracy and faith of
the input data rapidly become a problem for the stark size of
data accessible today. The data inputs are coming from
various different ancestries and data quality is not completely
verifiable. Therefore, another critical problem with big data is
veracity.
Possible solution- Ambiguous data are an exclusive kind of
data related to probability or some random distributions. Data
collections and readings are non-deterministic for ambiguous
data. Data ambiguity is common in many applications. The
dominant challenge is that the attribute or dataset feature for
ambiguous data is apprehended by a unique value and also
shown as sample distributions[89]. Summary statistics i.e.
variances and means to abstract sample distributions are a
simple manner to deal with data ambiguity. To construct a
decision tree utilize the complete facts supported by
probability distributions is another technique which is called
distribution-based approach[90].
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